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Abstract 

A heating laser beam was scanned periodically along a testing path on the surface of a test object. The thermal 
response of the beam was recorded by an infrared camera. Using a lock-in thermography algorithm, amplitude and 
phase images were generated. The phase image is corrected for effects due to the beam movement. A first application 
shows the contact-free determination of the steel sheet thickness at forming edges. Calibration of phase values to 
thickness was achieved by using an analytical model of thermal wave transmission. A second application is the detection 
of a perpendicular surface crack in steel. 

1. Introduction 

Thermographic techniques using a laser beam that is moved with constant speed on a test object are attractive 
as they allow to find perpendicular surface cracks which would otherwise not be detected. This has been studied in detail 
in work related to flying-spot thermography [1-6]. A common difficulty with this technique is the superposition of 
multiplicative disturbing influences. These can be emissivity contrasts from contaminations, corrosion or scratches. Other 
disturbances are due to spatially varying power density of the excitation laser radiation at curved surface regions. In the 
past, approaches were described to recognize some of these disturbances and to suppress them [7-8]. When using an 
infrared camera as detector, gradient formation and a special processing of the image sequences led to an improvement 
of the image contrasts [9]. 

The efforts to suppress emissivity variations and other disturbances are due to the fact, that e. g. the thermal 
contrast due to surface cracks is usually small compared to the contrast of the sound material. This also holds true, when 
the thermal contrast to be detected results from heat flow components perpendicular to the surface, if thickness 
variations or bonding defects have to be detected. 

For broad illumination by lamps, lock-in techniques and pulse-phase analysis are well established. For point-like 
excitation, intensity modulated laser beams and lock-in detection are used in thermal wave microscopy [10] or in 
photothermal thickness measurement devices [11]. Phase signals and phase images are generated, which exhibit the 
desired suppression of disturbances. Even if the laser is rastering the surface step-wise or continuously slowly moving, 
the signals are interpreted as resulting from a static measurement. Errors occurring due to the relative movement 
between heating source and test object are treated as a small disturbance [12-15]. 

In spite of significant previous efforts to suppress disturbance in flying-spot techniques, it is desirable to find 
new approaches for improving the signal quality. 

2. Principle of measurement 

     
 

Fig. 1. Sketch of the movement of a laser spot (left) and the resulting time dependent excitation at a fixed 
position on the path (right) 
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For illustration of the principle it is assumed, that a laser beam with beam diameter rB continuously moves along 
a circular (without limiting the generality) path with a radius R (Fig. 1, left). If the laser exhibits a Gaussian intensity profile 
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and if rB << R, a fixed point on the path is exposed to temporally periodic heating pulses, as shown in Fig. 1, 

right. These exhibit a temporal width of 2rB/v related to a height of e-0.5 or about 61% of the maximum intensity and are 
repeated with a period T, according to a modulations frequency fM, where 
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The laser beam will pass the path many times, for an appropriate application of lock-in processing there should 
be at least 10 passes. Using an infrared camera, the radiation from the area containing the path is recorded over the 
whole process. A camera with snapshot-detector should be used. It should have a sufficient frame rate fK in order to 
allow full recording of the movement without gaps. A criterion for the camera frame rate is 
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For larger defect depth or material thickness, a lower frame rate will be sufficient. 
Ideally, the start of the camera recording is synchronized with the start of the laser movement. Furthermore, the 

whole image recording must comprise an integer number of passes. It is useful to run a few passes before the recording 
in order to ensure periodic heating conditions. 

The recorded image sequence will then be processed by a standard lock-in analysis algorithm at the frequency 
fM, resulting in an amplitude and a phase image. Only around the laser path the amplitude image will show a non-zero 
signal. The phase image exhibits a particularity: If one assumes that zero of time is where the laser beam is at =0 (Fig. 
1, left), there is a spatially dependent geometric background offset of the phase. For a circular path with counter-
clockwise beam movement, the phase is: 
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Here, therm is the phase shift of the heat flow. As for a periodic path  varies from 0 to 2, and the typical phase 
shift of the heat flow is usually much smaller, small local effects in the phase image cannot be recognized immediately in 
the image. In order to solve this problem, there may be two solutions. First, the geometrical phase offset may corrected 
by an image processing technique. Here, a second approach was selected: The measurement is repeated twice, one 
with beam movement counter-clockwise and one with beam movement clockwise. For clockwise movement the phase is 
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The phase images of both measurements are then averaged numerically, considering the periodicity of the 
phase with 2. As a result, a purely thermal phase image will be generated: 
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The situation is basically similar, when a more complicated path is run at constant speed. In a following chapter, 

some of the approximations related to this proceeding will be discussed. 

3. Experimental 

For excitation, a diode laser with 250 W maximum power output at a wavelength of 978 nm is used (Fig. 2). The 
light energy is coupled to a xy-scanner, that allows to cover a working area of 250 mm x 250 mm. The spot diameter in 
the focus is 4 mm. A software is available that can be programmed to move the laser spot within the working area along 
arbitrary paths at controllable speed. A pilot laser allows one to see and check the testing path on the component. 
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the laser-scan system 

A dual-band IR-camera operated in the mid-wave (4.4-5.2 µm) was employed. The frame rate was 145 
frames/s. Image recording of the camera could be started synchronized with the laser spot movement. The camera was 
positioned in a way that the scanning area was fully covered in its field-of-view. 

4. Application and results 

When forming components from metal sheets made out of high stiffness steel, due to variations among lots wall 
thinning at edges may occur at high deformation degrees. In more serious cases this is followed by cracking. The wall 
thinning is difficult to find visually. Aim of a study was to find out if the lock-in flying spot approach would be able to detect 
such sheet thickness thinning at the formed edges. Cup-shaped samples with dimensions of about 220 mm x 110 mm x 
55 mm with a nominal wall thickness of 0.75 mm were available (Fig. 3). Using certain process parameters when 
manufacturing the cups, wall thinning at the edges was provoked for test purposes. 

As infrared emission of the sheet may change locally and angular dependent heating power density and thermal 
emission are present at the curved edges, the emitted radiation alone is no good measure for the sheet thickness. 
Moreover, there is external radiation which is reflected at the sheet surface. Therefore the lock-in technique described 
above appears to be a promising testing approach. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Photo of a sample in the test setup. Excitation is performed from the rear side by rapid scanning of a 
laser spot along the inner side of the cup. On the left side, the lens of the scanning head is visible. The red arrows 
indicate the laser spot movement. Detection by IR camera is performed from the bottom side of the cup (thermal 

transmission) 

Only the rounded edges between the cup bottom and the cup side walls were of interest. In order to detect wall 
thickness changes, the modulation frequency has to be adapted to the propagation time of the thermal wave through the 
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sheet thickness. Due to geometrical restrictions, a thermal transmission measurement was performed. The laser power 
was 50 W. The edge of the cup bottom was scanned periodically at a speed of about 1000 mm/s, recording 22 periods 
with 2048 camera frames. This corresponds to a modulation frequency of fM = 1.56 Hz, at which the thermal diffusion 
length is adapted to the nominal sheet thickness in order to achieve maximum phase contrast.  

 
The image sequence was then processed by a conventional lock-in FFT algorithm, resulting in an amplitude 

and a phase image. A result with counter-clockwise laser spot movement is shown in Fig. 4.  
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Thermal amplitude image (left) and phase image (right) of the sample. The phase scale ranges from 
-180° (black) to +180° (white) 

As expected, the amplitude image is non-zero only in the heat affected zone around the laser beam path. Local 
inhomogeneities can be detected. At the marked, but also at other positions there are inhomogeneities visible which are 
mainly due to slight surface corrosion of the steel sheet. The phase image in Fig. 4 is dominated by the geometrical 
phase term. In the upper left part of the path one can see the phase jump from -180° to +180°. 

A second measurement is performed with inverse rotational direction. The total time needed for both 
measurements is 30 s. Then, the averaged phase image is calculated according to eq. (6). The result is shown in Fig. 5. 
In order to suppress phase noise far from the measurement path, the phase was set zero at pixels where the 
corresponding amplitude falls below a certain threshold. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Flying-spot lock-in phase image of the metal sheet sample 

Now, local changes of the phase can be seen at the curved edges, which are due to thickness variations. In 
order to process the phase contrast further, an analytical solution of the thermal wave transmission through the sheet 
was used. The transmitted temperature oscillation  through a metal sheet of thickness d is given by 
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where Q0 is the absorbed energy density, s the thermal conductivity of the sheet, s its thermal diffusivity and g 
the effusivity ratio between air and the sheet (g << 1). 

This results in a calibration curve for the modulation frequency of 1.56 Hz as shown in Fig. 6. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Calculated calibration curve between sheet thickness and thermal phase for a modulation frequency of 
1.56 Hz 

This curve still has to be adapted to the measured phase signal at a reference point by using a constant phase 
offset, which represents the unknown fixed phase shifts in the measurement system. The sheet thickness at the 
reference point was determined by a high-frequency ultrasound time-of-flight measurement. Finally, the calibration curve 
from Fig. 6 is used to generate the map of sheet thickness at the edge shown in Fig. 7. According to this, at the lower 
edge the sheet thickness is slightly lower as at the upper edge. In the sample corners, local thickness variations can be 
seen at the left side. The measured thickness variation from the ultrasound measurements was somewhat smaller as the 
one shown in Fig 7. Exact verification by ultrasound turned out to be difficult due to the surface curvature. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Image of the sheet thickness at the sample edges calculated from the phase image (Fig. 5) using the 
calculated calibration function 

5. Crack detection 

The flying-spot lock-in technique was also demonstrated for the detection of a perpendicular surface crack. A 
steel sample containing a machined crack of 200 µm width and about 20 mm length open to the surface was scanned 
along a rectangular laser path as shown in Fig. 8, left. The sample was blackened in order to increase the emissivity. A 
measurement in thermal reflection was performed in a similar way as described before. The laser spot with a power of 
10.7 W was moved at a speed of 10.2 mm/s. Ten cycles around the path were recorded. The modulation frequency was 
0.1 Hz. The lock-in procedure was performed as described above, resulting in the amplitude and phase images shown in 
Fig. 8, centre and right. 
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Fig. 8. Left: Sample photograph with laser path marked in red and the position of the crack marked in white. 
Centre: amplitude image. Right: averaged phase image 

The results show that the crack can be detected in the amplitude and in the phase images. In Fig. 9, line profiles 
of the amplitude and phase along the path over the crack are shown. The amplitude profiles for the clockwise (CW) and 
counter-clockwise (CCW) beam movement reveal the typical asymmetry around the crack due to the blocking of the heat 
flow parallel to the surface. The phase profiles show the geometrical phase shift and a phase jump at the crack. After 
averaging, a local phase minimum remains at the crack position. Figs. 8 and 9 also show that emissivity effects in the 
amplitude due to damage in the black coating are well suppressed in the phase signal. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Profiles of amplitude and phase along a line over the crack (line length about 8 mm). The profiles are 
shown for counter-clockwise (CCW) and clockwise (CW) movement of the laser spot 

6. Discussion 

Some approximations and open questions concerning flying-spot lock-in thermography should be addressed. 
There is a deviation from the classic lock-in technique insofar as periodic pulses instead of sinusoidal signal are used for 
excitation. This may lead to additional phase shifts, as higher harmonics will also generate phase contributions. 
However, they are negligible, if a usual sin/cos correlation algorithm with at least 10 frames per modulation period is 
used to calculate amplitude and phase. 

Laser beam movement also generates phase effects, similar to photothermal experiments on moving objects. 
[15]. This remains to be investigated. Due to thermal diffusion in the direction perpendicular to the laser path, phase 
shifts are occurring that may be misinterpreted as thickness variations. In a thermally isotropic material, the beam 
diameter should therefore be large compared to the layer or sheet thickness. 

The summation of two phase images with opposite sense of beam rotation leaves the signal amplitude 
unconsidered. Vector summation may be the better proceeding. 
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7. Conclusion 

Using a periodic, comparably fast cw-laser beam movement along a testing path, amplitude and phase images 
can be generated along the beam path using suitable data processing. Available lock-in algorithms for active 
thermography can readily be used with a simple post-processing. In the application on formed steel components, 
disturbances were suppressed efficiently and a plot of the steel thickness distribution was generated within 30 s 
measurement time. The technique may help to reveal surface cracks with better contrast. 

Flying-spot lock-in will be of interest, where not a full surface, but only a limited area prone to failure has to be 
tested, e. g. the region along weld lines. For full surface inspection, the approach could be extended to periodic laser line 
scanning. 
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